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ABSTRACT 
We generake many known results on a nonnegative matrix concernif3g line31 
inequalities, Collatz-Wielandt sets, and generaked eigenvectors to the setting of a 
mahix preserving a (fbitdimensional) proper cone. A simple conetheoretic proof is 
given for the nonnegativt+hasis theorem for the algebraic zig63nsw* of a n~ranq#t=e 
matrix. The result is also extended to a matrix preserving a polyhedral cone. Given 
proper cones K, and K, in different euclidean spaces, a necessary and sufficient 
condition is also obtained for the existence of a nonzero matrix X which takes p(z into 
K, and satisfks AX = XB, where A, B are given matrices preserving K, and K, 
respectively. This extends and answers a recent open question posed by H&wig. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we attempt to generalize many known results on a nonnega- 
tive matrix-concerning linear inequalities, distinguished eigenvalues, and 
the generalized eigenspace corresponding to its spectral radius (which we call 
simply its algebraic eigenspace)-to the setting of a matrix preserving a 
proper cone. For an excellent survey on these topics for nonnegative matri- 
ces, see Schneider [20]. 
We now describe the contents of our paper in more detail. We give the 
necessary definitions and notation in Section 2. 
*This author’s research was partially supported by the National Science Council of the 
Republic of China. This work was done while he visited the University of Wisconsin-Madison 
during the academic year 1987-88. 
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In Section 3 we give equivalent renditions for the solvability of the 
system Ax E KS, x E int K,, where K, is a closed, full cone and K, is a 
closed cone, possibly in different et&dean spaces. We note that in the 
&em- thefu? appear six results on linw ineq&ties associated with a 
singular M-maw that are given in terms of its class structure (see Schneider 
(20, section 4 and Tam and Wu [23, Section 41). By a corollary of the above 
solvability theorem, these results can be grouped into three sets of “equiv- 
alent” pairs. 
faking use of our solvabili~ theorem, in Section 4 we obtain further 
results on the Collatz-Wielandt sets &(A) and Z,(A) associated with a 
cone-preserving map A. 
h Section 5, we prove theorems (see Theorems 5J,5.4) which tell when 
a matrix A preserving a proper cone K has a generalized eigenvector (or an 
eigenvector) in int K. Our result extends Tam and Wu [23, Theorem 4.41. As 
an application, we give a simple proof for the nonnegativ*basis theorem for 
the algebraic eigenspace of a nonnegative matrix. We also prove equivalent 
conditions for a matrix to be irreducible with respect to a cone. Further 
applications of our results will be given in the forthcoming paper [22]. 
We attempt to extend known results on a nonnegative matrix concerning 
its algebraic eigenspace to a matrix preserving a polyhedral cone in Section 7. 
It will be shown that if A preserves a pointed, full polyhedral cone K, then in 
its algebraic eigenspace we can find a K-semipositive basis and a K-semiposi- 
tive Jordan chain of length equal to the index of its spectral radius. We make 
use of a minimal generating matrix for the polyhedral cone (see Section 7 for 
the definition) and the fact that for any matrix preserving the cone there is a 
(not necessarily unique) ironnegative matrix associated with it. However, 
unlike what most authors in the field usually do when they use the minimal 
generating matrix as a tool (see Adin [l] and the references therein), we are 
not employing matrix methods here. We take the operator-theoretic view- 
point, relying on the lemmas about general linear maps given in Section 6. In 
fact, we put our result (see Theorem 7.3) in the more general setting of a 
linear map taking one cone into another, and obtain our result on a matrix 
preserving a polyhedral cone as a corollary. 
Finally, in Section 8 we give a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
existence of a semipositive matrix X which .&i&es the equation AX =; XB, 
where A, B are given nonnegative square matrices possibly of different 
orders. rlchis answers partly an open question recently posed by Hartwig [14]. 
Again, we are able to formulate our results in the more general setting of 
cone-preserving maps. 
As can be seen, the term “distinguished eigenvalues” appears in most of 
the chief results in this paper. This explains the choice of our title. 
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This paper is the second in a sequence of related papers. This sequence 
will offer a conMhecretic treatment of some important known results on 
ncnnegative matrices, or extensions of the known results to the setting of 
cone-preserving maps. The first paper in the sequence is [23], the third is [2I] 
and the fourth is [22]. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
We denote by R”’ Xn (C m ‘“) the set of all m X n real (complex) matrices. 
The nullspace and the range space of a matrix A are denoted respectively 
by %(A) and %(_4). 
We often use the words “matrix” and “linear mapping” interchangeably. 
Let AcC”‘” (or R”“). By the index of A we mean the smallest nonnega- 
tive integer k such that rank A’ = rank A’+ r; it is denoted by v(A). The 
spectrum of A is denoted by o(A). When we speak of the spectrum of a real 
matrix (real linear mapping), we consider it as a complex matrix (identify it 
with its extension to the complexification space). For any eigenvalue X of A, 
we denote by vx( A) the index of X as an eigenualue of A, that is, 
v( A - XI ). The spectrul radius of A is denoted by p(A). 
We assume familiar(ity with elementary properties of fin&dimensional 
convex cones and cone-preserving maps. For references, the reader may 
consult Barker [2, 3], Berman [7j, and Berman and Plemmons [8]. To fix 
notation and terminology, we give some definitions. 
Let K be a nonempty subset of a finite-dimensional real vector space V. 
Kiscalledaconu~coneifax+~y~Kforallx,y~Kandcr,~~O.Kis 
pointed if K n (-K) = (0). K is fill if its interior (in the usual topology of 
V) is nonempty; equivalently, K - K = V. If K is closed and satisfies all the 
above properties, K is called a proper cone. From now on, we always use K 
to denote a proper cone in the n-dimensional euclidean space R”. 
K induces a partial ordering on R” as follows: x asK y (also written as 
xKf y) if and only if x-y E K. Sometimes we also write x aKO (x ~~0) 
for x E int K (x 2” 0 and z # 0) and call the vector x K&ictZy positive 
(K-smipcsitiue). We reserve the notation >, > , B and the terms semipos- 
Sue, strictly positive for componentwise orderings, that is, for the special 
case when K is equal to the nonnegative orthant R”,. 
A subcone F of K is called a face of K if OK< yK< x and x E F imply 
y E F. For any x E K, we denote by Q(x) the face of K g-ted by x, that 
is, the intersection of all faces of K containing X. Then Q(X) = { y E K : ally 
K < r for some (Y > 0). We denote the relative interim and relative boundary 
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of Q(x) respectively by relint Q(x) and rbd Q(x). A one-dimensional face of 
.K is called an extreme ray. K is said to be polyhedrul if it has finitely many 
extreme rays. 
Let K, be a proper cone in R “1, and K, a proper cone in I+. We 
denote by ?r(K,, K,) the set {A E R”exnl: AK, E K,}. If K, = K, = K, we 
write the set simp!y as T(K). We also write the set (A E n(K,, K,): A[K, \ 
{0)] s int Ka} as v+(K1, K,). A matrix in a(K) is said to be K-imducibEe if 
the only faces of K that it leaves invariant are (0) and K itself. By the &al 
cone of K, denoted by K*, we mean the proper cone { x E R” : (x, x) >/ 0 for 
all x E K }, where ( , ) denotes the usual inner product of R”. It is known 
that for any A E Rnx”, A E s(K) (respectively, is K-irreducible) if and only 
if AT E w( K*) (is K*-irreducible). 
Let A E V( K ). An eigenvalue X of A is called a distinguished eigenmdue 
of A fir K if Ax = Xx for some K-semipositive vector x; then x is called a 
corresponding distinguished eigenuector. By the we&known Perron-Frobenius 
theorem, p(A) is always a distinguished eigenvalue of A. The following sets 
were introduced by Barker and Schneider [S] in their treatment of Perron- 
Frobenius theory for a cone-preserving map. We call then the CoZZutz- 
Wielandt sets asnciated with A: 
Q(A)= {w>,0:3~>~0, Ax>"m}, 
$(A)= {~~O:~X>>~O, AxaKoX}, 
Z(A)= {o>,0:3x+O, oxaKAx}, 
Z,(A)= {0>,0:3x~~O, axaKAx}. 
When there is no danger of confusion, we write simply Q, &, Z, and Zr. For 
work on the Collatz-Wielandt sets, refer to the paper by Tam and Wu [23]. 
We now collect the necessary graph-theoretic definitions. For reference, 
see Schneider [ZQ]. 
. 
Denote by (n) the set {1,2,...,n}. Let AEC”~“. As usual, we define 
the directed graph of A to be the graph G(A) with vertex set (n) where 
(i, j) is an arc if and only if Qij # 0. The vertex sets of the strongly connected 
components of G(A) are called simply classes of A, and are denoted by 
Greek letters a, /3, etc. For any two classes (Y and p, we say cy has access to 
j.3, or j? has access fimn cy, if either LY = p or there is a path in G(A) from a 
vertex in (Y to some vertex in p. Let P be a nonnegative m&ix. A class cy is 
said to be initid (j%uZ) if it has no access from (to) a class other than itself 
A class (Y is distinguished if p( P,,) > p( PBB) far any class p which has access 
to (Y but is not equal to a, where Pa,, denotes the principal submatrix of P 
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with row and cohmm indices from a. A class a of P is said to be basic if 
P(P,,) = P(P)* 
A real matrix A is called a sftrgular Mm&ix if A = p(P)Z - P for some 
nonnegative matrix P. Note that then A and P have the same classes. We 
call a class a of a singular M-matrix b,asic (distinguished) if asrd only if a is a 
basic (distinguished) class of an associated nonnegative matrix. 
3. A SOLVABILITY THEOREM 
The following solvability theorem appears to be new. As can be readily 
seen, it contains the known result about the solvability of Ax = 0, x e int K 
(see Berman [7, Theorem 4.41) as a special case. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let K, be a closed fill cone in R”, let K, be a closed 
cone in R”‘, and let A E Rmxn. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) A(int K,)n K,#l. 
(b) cl AT(K;)n(-KF) = (0). 
(c) R “=A-“Kg-K,, whereA-‘Kz={xERn:AxEK,}. 
Proof. First, we take note of two easy results: 
(i) For any convex cone K, we have (AK)* = ( AT)-lK*. 
(ii) For any convex cone K, cl K = R” if and only if K = R”. 
The verification of (i) is straightforward. For (ii) the “if” part is obvious, and 
the “only if” part follows from the fact that int(c1 K) = int K (see Rockafellar 
[18, Theorem 6.31). 
Using (i) and elementary properties on cones and duals (see, for instance, 
Berman [7, Section 2]), we have 
[clAr(K;)n(-K:)]* =cl[(clAr(K$))* +(-K,*)*] 
=cl(A-‘K,- K,). 
The equivalence of (b) and (c) now follows because 
clAT(K;)n(-K,*)= (0) iff [c~A~(K~)~(-K~*)~*=R~ 
iff cl(A-‘Ks- K,) = R” 
iff A-‘K,-K,=R”. 
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(a) = (c): Note that condition (a) is equivalent to A-‘& n int K, # 0. 
Choose a vector u E A-iK, f”l int K,. Consider any vector x E R”. Since 
uEintK,, ou -x E K, for a> 0 sufficiently large. Hence, x = (YU- 
(cril-x)~A-~Ks--K~. 
(c) 3 (a): Choose some vector u E int K,. By (c) there exist x E R” with 
AxEK~ and ~EK~ such that u=x-y. But then x=u+yEintK, and 
hence (a) is satisfied. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let K,, K,, and A be given as in Theorem 3.1. 
Corder the following conditions: 
(a) There exists x E int K, such that Ax E K,. 
(b) z E K,* and ATn E - K,* imply that ATz = 0. 
The implicatiun (a)*(b) always holds. If K, is polyhedral, the converse 
also hoi&. 
Pmof. It is obvious that condition (a) of this result is equivalent to 
condition (a) of Theorem 3.1. Also condition (b) is weaker than condition (b) 
of Theorem 3.1, and they are equivalent if AT( K,* ) is closed, which is the 
case if K, is polyhedral (see Rockafellar [18, p. 1741). Hence our result 
follows. 
IfwetakeK,= R: and K, = Ry in the preceding result, we readily 
obtain 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let A E Rmxn. Then there exists an x >F 0 such that 
Ax~Oifandonlyifu~OandATu~OimplythutATu=O. 
The following result can be found in Schneider [20, Corollary 4.81 and 
Hershkowitz and Schneider [16, Theorem 5.11: 
Let A be a singular M-matrix. Then A satisfies the condition “2 2 0 and 
AZ > 0 imply that AZ = 0” if and on?y if every initial class of A is basic. 
Tam and Wu [23, Theorem 4.31 also prove the following: 
Let A be EL singular M-mutrix. Then there exists an x >> 0 such that 
Ax G 0 if and only if every @al class of A is basic. 
It can be easily seen that the preceding two results are “equivalent”, in 
the sense that they can be deduced readily from each other by the use of 
Corollary 3.3. Similarly, the results of Schneider [20, Theorem 4.11 and Tam 
and Wu [23, Theorem 4.71 are “equivalent”. Also, Corollary 3.5 and Theorem 
4.9 in Schneider [ZO] (see also Hershkowitz and Schneider [16, Theorem 5.21) 
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are “equivalent”, in view of the following result which can ‘be proved from 
our corollary 3.2: 
For any A E Rmxn, there exists an x =D 0 such that Ax = 0 if and only if 
ATz 2 0 implies that ATz = 0. 
4. MORE ON THE COLLATZWIELANDT SETS 
Let A E n(K). It is known that, in general, sup Q E 51 and inf Z: E Z, but 
inf X, may or may not belong to Z, even when K is the nonnegative or&ant 
(see Tam and Wu [23, Section 31). In this section, we prove that when K is 
polyhedral, we always have sup 51, E Sz,. An example will be given in Section 
5, showing that if K is a general proper cone, then we may have sup51,4 SJ,. 
We begin with a lemma first. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let A E a( K ). Let X be the least distinguished eigenvalue 
of A for K. Then for any vector x E K, Ax zKAx implies that Ax = Xx. 
Proof. Assume the contrary, that there exists some vector x E K such 
that Xx >KA~. Choose a vector x with this property such that dim@(r) is 
minimal. Then A&,,r41xJ E +(x)) and A E %(AI,,,& as z E 
rehnt Q(x). Hence by Tam and Wu [22, Theorem 3.11 we have X >, 
p( Alspanyx)). By the Perron-Frobenius theorem, there ezists a nonzero vector 
u E Q(x) E K such that Au = p( AlspanO+. So p(Ai,,+$ is a distin- 
guished eigenvahre of A for K. As h is the least distinguished eigenvalue of 
A for K, it follows that p(A],,,(,) ) 2 X and hence the equality holds. Now 
since u E Q(x), there exists (Y > 0 such that x - au E rbd Q(x). But then we 
have X(x - au) >zA(x - au), contradicting the minimality assumption on 
dim Q(x). 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let K be a polyhedral cone, and let A E V(K). Then 
supQI(A) always beZongs to the set S&(A). Furthermore, p(A)~6t,(A) i-f 
and only if p( A) is the only distinguished eigenvalue of AT fbr K*. 
Proof. By Tam and Wu [23, Theorem 3.31, sup&(A) is equal to the 
least distinguished eigenvaUe of AT for K*, say X. By Lemma 4.1, z E K* 
and (A - AZ)TzK’< 0 imply that (A - XZ)Tz = 0. Hence by Corollary 3.2 
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(taking K,= K, = K and A - XI in place of A), there exists y E int K such 
that (A - XI)y aKO; that is, X E OXA). 
The proof for the remaining part of the result is obvious. 
In passing, we mention that Tam and Wu [23, remark after Theorem 4.31 
have shown that for a nonnegative matrix P, we have p(P) G 0, if and only 
if every final class of P is basic. 
The following result also follows readily from Corollary 3.2. 
COROLWLRY 4.3. Let Ao r(K). If ME X1 then z E K* and A% 
aK*p(A)z imply that A% = p(A)x. The conerse also holds if K is polyhe- 
dral. 
5. GENE~ZFD EIGENVECTORS 
Our next result generalizes Tam and Wu 123, Theorem 4.41. 
Tmo= 5.1. Let A E ~rr( K2. Cons&r the following conditions: 
(a) p(A) is the only distinguished eigenvalue of A fm K. 
(b) x aKO and Ax”< p(A)x imply that Ax = p(A)x. 
(c) AT bus a generalized eigenvector (necessarily corresponds to p(A)) in 
int K*. 
(4 p(A) E &(A=). 
Cdiw (a), fi), and ( ) c are always equivalent and are implied by 
condit&m (d). When K is polyhedral, condition (d) is also an equivalent 
condition. 
Proof. (a) * (b): Follows from Lemma 4.1. 
(b) = (a): Let h be a distinguished eigenvalue of A for K, and let x be a 
corresponding eigenvector in K. Then Ax = Xx < p( A)x, which implies that 
Ax = p(A)x by (b). Hence X = p(A). 
(c) 3 (a): Let x E int K* be a generalized eigenvector of AT, say 
(PI - AT)% = 0, where k is some positive integer. We first show that 
r=p(A). Let UEK b e an eigenvector of A corresponding to p(A). Then 
o=((N-AT)k~,u)=(~,(pI-A)ku)= [p-p(A)Ik(z,u). 
But (z, u) > 0; hence p = 
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Now let h be a distinguished eigenvalue of A, and let x be a correspond- 
ing eigenvector in K. Then by an argument similar to the preceding one we 
deduce that X = p(A). Thus p(A) is the only distinguished eigenvalue of A. 
(a) * (c): For convenience, we denote by K, the cone %[( p( A)Z - A)” ] 
n K. We claim that K, is, in fact, the zero cone. Assume that the contrary 
holds. Note that A(,, x, E or. By the Perron-Frobenius theorem, there 
exists a nonzero vector u E K,E K such that Au = p(A],,,,)u. Thus 
p(Al __x,) is a distinguished eigenvalue d A for K, and hence is equal to 
p(A). Now by the definition of K,, there exists some vector x such that 
u = [(P(A)Z - AI “x. As u is nonzero, this implies that x is a generalized 
eigenvector of A of order n + 1, which clearly is a contradiction. 
We have shown that %[(p(A)Z - A)“] n K = (0). So by the Gordan- 
Stiemke theorem (see Barker, Davila, and Tam [4, Corollary 2.6]), we have 
g[(p(~)Z-AT)“] n intK*=R[(p(A)Z-A)“] L n intK*#0; 
hence our result follows. 
(d) * (b): Since p(A) E Qr( AT), there exists some vector z E int K* such 
that [A - p( A)Z]% E K*. Applying Corollary 3.2 with K, = K, = K* and A 
replaced by [A - p( A)Z] r, condition (b) readily follows. 
When K is polyhedral, the implication (b) =$ (d) also follows from Corol- 
lary 3.2. - 
As an application of the above result, we give a simple proof of the 
well-known nonnegative-basis theorem for a singular M-matrix, formulated in 
terms of a nonnegative matrix. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let A be an n X n nonnegative mu&ix with m basic 
classes al, a2,. . . , a ,,,. Then the algebraic eigenspace of A contains mnnega- 
tive vectors x(l), . . . , d”‘) such that xii) > 0 if and only if i has access to aj, 
and any such collection is a basis of the algebraic eigenspace of A. 
Proof. For each j, 1~ j < m, let A j denote the principal submatrix of 
A whose rows and columns are indexed by vertices of G(A) that have access 
to the basic class oj. It is obvious that A: has only one initial class, namely, 
Qj, which is also a basic class of A;. Hence oj is the only distinguished cIas~ 
of A:, and by Victory [25, Proposition l] it follows that p( A:) [ = p(A)] is 
the only distinguished eigenvalue of A;. So by Theorem 5.1, Aj has a strictly 
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positive generalized eigenvector UW corresponding to p(A). Now let x(f) be 
the vector in R” defined as follows: xjf) equals wij) if i has access to af, and 
zero otherwise. It is easily seen that x(j) is in the algebraic eigenspace of A 
and has the requimd properties. The fact that the vectors x(r),. .., x(m) form a 
basis for the algebraic eigenspace of A can be readily proved in the usual way 
(see, for instance, the proof of Theorem 2.3.20 in Berman and Plemmons [g]). 
Richman and Schneider have obtained a result stronger than the nonneg- 
ativ&asis theorem, which they call the preferred-basis theorem (see Schneider 
[Zo, Theorem 7.11 and Hershkowitz and Schneider [ 15, Theorem 4.141). We 
suspect there is a cone-theoretic proof for the preferred-basis theorem along 
the lines given in the proof of the above theorem. 
The following lemma is well known; it is used in the standard proof for 
the Krein-Rutman theorem for compact positive operators in Banach spaces 
with total cones (see the proof of Theorem 5 in Karlin [ 171). 
LEMMA 5.3. Let A E V(K). Then there exists a generalized eigenuectur y 
of A CorregHmding to p(A) of o&r v such that [A -p(A)I]‘-ry is a 
K-smipositiue uectm, where v = vptAJ(A). 
THEOXEM 5.4. Let A E 7~( K). The following conditions are equiualent: 
(a) p(A) is the only distinguished eigenualue ofA for K, and vpCAb( A) = 1. 
(b) Fix any uector x E R”, AxK< p(A)% implies that Ax = p(A)x. 
(c) AT has an eigenuector in int K* (corresponding to p(A)). 
Proof. (b) - (a): By Theorem 5.1, clearly p(A) is the only distinguished 
eigenvalue of A. Denote v ,,&A) by v. If v >, 2, then by Lemma 5.3, there 
exists y E R” such that [p(A)1 - A]Y-‘y>KO. Take x = [p(A)1 - AlVe2y. 
Then (p(A)1 - A)x 9 0, contradicting (a). 
(a) q (c): Use the same proof as that for (a) =$ (c) of Theorem 5.1, noting 
that in this case we have 
%[P(A)I-A] =%[(p(A)I-A)“], as vp,*)(A)=l. 
(c) =$ (b): Similar to the proof of (c) =$ (b) in Theorem 5.1. 
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The following example will serve many purposes. 
EXAMPLE 5.5. Let C be the closed convex set in R2 with recession cone 
o+c = (X(l,O)T: x >, O), and with extreme points (k(k - 1)/2, k)r, k = 
0,1,2... . Let K be the cone in R3 given by 
K= x; 10 ER3:xEC, A>,0 > u I( 1 ; ER3:xEO+C . > 
Then K is a proper cone in R3 (see RockafelIar [18, Theorem 8.21). 
Let 
A= 
Then 
Ak = 
1 k kjk-1)/2 
0 1 k 1 for k = 1,2,... . 
0 0 1 
Hence Ext K = (( l,O,O)r } U { Ak(O, 0,l)r: 0,1,2:, .. . },where Rxt K denotes the 
set of extreme vectors of K. It follows that A(Ext K) 5 Ext K. I-Ience 
A G V(K). 
It is clear that A has exactly one eigenvahre, namely, 1. Hence, p(A) 
( = 1) is the only distinguished eigenvalue of A for K as well as d AT for K*. 
So by Tam and Wu [!23, Theorem 3.31, sup Qr( A), which is eq& to the least 
distingnished eigenvalue of A*, is equal to p(A). 
Next we show that p(A) 6E Pr(A), and hence supor 4 al(A). As 
it is clear that % [ A - p( A)Z] n K = @((l,O,O)r). So for any (&, &, &)r E R3, 
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implies that 
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=X(1,0,0)’ 
for some X 3 0. If X = 0, then (&, &,, &&T = (&,O,O)T 4 int K. If X > 0, then 
(tr, &,, &)T 4 K, because K has no vectors with the second component 
positive and the third component zero. Thus there does not exist a vector 
x E int K such that [A - p(A)I]x E K. Hence, we have p(A) 4: S&(A). 
Our example also shows that in Theorem 5.1, condition (d) does not 
follow from the other equivalent conditions (take AT for A, and K* for K). 
In this example we also have p(A) +Z &(AT). For suppose that there 
exists z~iutK* such that p(A)x >“‘ATz. Then since p(A) is the only 
distinguished eigenvahre of AT, by Theorem 5.1 it follows that x is an 
eigenvector of AT, and hence is a positive multiple of (O,O,l)T. Since 
((O,O, l)T, (l,O,O)T) = 0 and (l,O,O)T E K we have, (O,O, l)T (and hence z) 
Q int K*. THUS we have arrived at a contradiction. 
In the course of showing p(A) & Qr( A) we have actually also shown that 
in this example, x E K and Ax aKp(A)x imply that Ax = p(A)x. Hence, 
this example also shows that the converse of Corollary 4.3 does not hold (on 
replacing A by AT, and K by K*). 
The following result is probably known. 
THEo.REhS 5.6. Let A E 7~( K). The following conditions are equivalent. 
(a) A is K-irreducible. 
(b) p(A) is a simple eigenvalue of A; A and AT have an eigenvector in
int K and int K* respectively (corresponding top(A)). 
(c) I%z cigcnvalues cf A arx! AT zorrwonding to p(A) are both one- 
dimensional and are detemined by vectors x0 E int K and x0 E int K* respec- 
tively. 
Proof. (a) = (b): Follows from the well-known properties of a K-irre- 
ducible matrix and the fact that A is K-irreducible if and onlv if AT is 
K*-ir&ucible. 
(b) =$ (c): Obvious. 
(c) = (a): Since AT has an eigenvector in int K*, by Theorem 5.3, p(A) is 
the only distinguished eigenvalue of A. Thus if x E K is a distinguished 
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eigenvector of A, then necessarily x is an eigenvector corresponding to p(A) 
and hence lies in int K, being a positive multiple of x0. That is, A has no 
eigenvector that lies on the boundary of K. Therefore, A is K-irreducible (see 
Berman and Plemmons [S, Theorem 1.3.151). 
6. LEMMAS ON GENERAL LlNEAI? MAPPINGS 
This section contains Icmmas to be used in the next s&ions. They arc 
, given in a separate section because they refer to general linear mappings. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let U, V be finitedimensional uector spaces over the same 
field. LetA:U*U, B:V+V, andP:V+Ubelinexzrmuppingssuch that 
AP = PB. Assume that P is onto. Then P takes the generalized n&space of B 
onto the generalized nullspace of A. 
Proof. Let k = max{ v( A), v(B)}. From the condition AP = PB, we 
readily obtain A&P = PBk and hence the inclusions P%( Bk) E %(Ak) and 
P%(Bk) E !R(Ak). Because V= %(Bk)W2(Bk), U= %(Ak)@%(Ak), and P 
is onto, it follows that we have P %( Bk) = !R( Ak) and hence our assertion. 
The following result can be proved using the matrix-theoretic argument 
given in the proof of Burns, Fiedler, and Haynsworth [9, Theorem 4.21. (See 
also Goddard and Schneider [13, Theorem 11.) Here we give a shorter, 
alternative proof. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let U, V be fmitedimensioruzZ real e&dean spaces. Let 
A:U+U, B:V+V, and P:V*Ube linearmuppingssatis~ingAP=PB. 
Then any representative matrices for AiWtP, and B*JSi(p.j are simiZar, where 
we use B* to denote the adjoint map of B. 
Proof. First note that from the condition AP = PB, it is clear that !R( P) 
is an A-invariant subspace. Similarly, from B*P* = P*A*, !R(P*) is a B*-in- 
variant subspace. 
It suffices to prove that the linear mappings AIWCPj ald 5*(,(,., have the 
same Jordan form, or equivalently, to prove rankt\A(~(r, - AI)k] = 
ranlW*l!R~rg, - XI)k] for any complex number A and any positive integer k. 
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From the condition AP = PB, it follows readily that (A - AZ)&P = 
P(Z3 - AZ)k, and hence we have 
r=+%w- XI)‘] = rank[(A - IIZ)~P] 
=rank[P(z?-hz)k] 
= rat&[@* -Xl)kP*] 
= rank[ (BLIP -Xl)“] 
= rank((B*I,(,.,- hz)k], 
where the last equality follows from the fact that for any linear mapping on a 
et&dean space, complex eigenvalues occur in conjugate pairs and with the 
same indices. The proof is complete. 
7. DISTINGUISHED EIGENVALUES 
LEMMA 7.1. Let K, and K, be closed, pointed (not necessarily fira) 
cones in R” with dint K, G relint Ks. Let A E Rnxn such that AlspanK E 
@,) and Al,p,K* E 4K,). zk?r l4Al,,,,) = p(Al,,.J 
Proof. For simplicity, denote P(A&_~,) by A, i = 1,2. Since relint K, 
E dint K,, clearly span K, E span K, and hence we have p1 < ps. Assume 
the contrary of the lemma, that p1 -C ps. Choose an E > 0 such that p1 + e -Z pp 
By Tam and Wu [23, Theorem 3.11, we have inf Zr(A],x,) = pi, i = 1,2. 
Hence, there exists a vector y E relint K, such that (pr + e)y aKl Ay. By the 
assumption relint KY, E relint K,, clearly we also have y E relint K, and 
(pr + e)y axsAy; thus pi + EE Zi(A]+,,x,), which is a contradiction. 
In passing, we would like to point out that there is also an alternative 
proof of the above lemma that is based on the following observation: 
Zf A E r(K) and X~,X~E K such that @(xl)= @(x2), then p,,(A) I- 
p,z(A), where we use p,(A) to demote the bcal sp&ral radius of A at x. 
For the definition of local spectral radius and related results, see Tam and 
wu [23, sec. 21. 
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LEMMA 7.2. Let K,, K, be proper cones in RQ, R”z respectively. Z.et 
A E a( K,), Z3 E g( Ke)> and P E m( K,, K,) such that AP = PB. Suppose that 
%(P)n K,= (0). Then p(A(,&= p(B). If, inadditiora %(P) n int K,# 
0, then p(A)=p(B). 
Proof. By Lemma 6.2, we have p(Al,(,,) = p(BTls(p,). By the 
Cordan-Stiemke theorem, the assumption %!( P)n K, = (0) implies that 
%( Pr)nint K,* =92(P)* flintK,*#0, 
and hence relint[ %( PT)n K,*] c int K,*. But BrI,(,r, E r( !R( PT)n Kg), so 
by Lemma 7.1, we have p(Brl IR& = @r) = p(B). Therefore, ~b%~~)) 
= p( I?). When %( P)nint K, # 0, using a similar argument, we get 
~b%~~,) = P(A), hence ~(4 = P(B). 
THEOREM 7.3. Let K,, K, be prcper cones in R”i, R”2 respectively. Let 
A E r( K,), Z? E T( K,), and P E V( K,, K,) such that AP = PB. Suppose that 
%(P)n K,= (0). Then 
(i) Any representative matrices j&r Alsf,, and Z3T!W(p~l are similar. 
(ii) PN,I& = P(W = P, SUY. 
(iii) ~&4~(p)) = QUO. 
(iv) The set of di&ingt&ed eigenvalues of AJR(pJ fbr PK, is equal to the 
set of distinguished eigenvaks ofB fm K,. 
(v) PlV[(B - xZ)“,] = %[(AI,f,, - TiZ)“l] for each distinguished eigen- 
value XofBforK,. 
Proof. (i): Follows from Lemma 6.2. 
(ii): Follows from Lemma 7.2. 
(iii): For simplicity, denote p(Al,(,,) by p. By (i), clearly, v&AI~& = 
~p(Z?~l,~,~~)) < y,(BT) = V,,(B) = V, say. Since B E T(K,), by Lemma 5.3 there 
exists a generalized eigenvector y of B corresponding to p [ =p(B)] of order 
v such that (B - pZ )“- ' y is a K,-semipositive vector. But then we have 
(Al - pZ)“Py = P(B - pZ)“y = 0 and (Al,(,, - PI)‘-‘Py = P(B - 
~Z)“?J >sl 0, where the last inequality follows from the assumption that 
%(P)n K, = (0). Thus Py is a generalized eigenvector of Aj,(,, corre- 
sponding to p of order V. This shows that V&AI,& > v = v,,(B). Therefore, 
~pW!It,,,) = qjw. 
(iv): From the given condition AP = PZ3, it is readily shown that Aj,(,, 
E n( PK,). Let X be a distinguished eigenvalue of B for K,, and let x E KS 
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be a corresponding eigenvector. Then Px > ,“I 6 and (A - XI )Px = 
P( R - XI )x = 0. Hence, X is also a distinguished eigenvalue of A for PK,. 
Lzt X be a distinguished eigen_va.lue of A for PM,, and let y E PK, be a 
corresponding eigenvector. Let K, denote the cone K, n P-‘@(y), where 
Q(y) is the face of K, generated by t We are going to verify that B 
preserves K,. Choose any vector u E K2. Then u E K, and Pa E @( y ). 
Furthermore, we have Bu E K, and PBu = APu E Q(y), noting that a,(y) is 
an A-invariant face, since y is an eigenvector of A. Hence, by definition, 
Bu E Ei,. 
Now we have Bispan~2 E n(&), Alspan~(yj E T@(Y)), PI,,,Ic~ E 
+d,, WY )), a@ (4,~~,,,)Vl,,~,) = (PI,,,~,W%,,R,)~ Furtf==m 
W%, k-& )nK,= (01, and %(P],,i,)nrelint@(y) is nonempty, as it 
contains the vector y. So by applying Lemma 7.2, we deduce that 
~(4 spanqyJ =Pu%,~‘:2 ). Since y is an eigenvector of AlspanOo,) in 
relint Q(y) corresponding to-A, necessarily X = p(A],,,(,,). Also it is clear 
that AR, fi,) is a distinguished eigenvalue of B for K,. It follows that X is 
a distinguished eigenvalue of B for K,. 
(v): Note that the condition AP = PB implies that (A],(,,- XI)P = 
P( B - XI j. Regarding P as a linear map with domain space R”z and range 
space R(P), P is onto. So by Lemma 6.1, our result follows readily. 
Let K be a pointed polyhedral cone in R”. Let P E RnXm. Following 
Ikrns, Fiedler, and Haynsworth [9], we call P a minimul generating matrix 
for K if &e columns of P form a set of distinct representatives of the extreme 
rays of K. It is clear that then PRT = K [so P E r(Ry, K)] and %(P)n R", 
= {OJ, If, in addition, K is a full cone, we have %(P) = R”. It is also clear 
that for any A E V(K), there exists an m X m nonnegative matrix B such that 
AP = PB. By Theorem 7.3, we readily obtain the fok.!ng 
COROLLARY 7.4. Let K be a pointed f;lZ polyhedral cone in R”. Let 
P E Rnx”’ be a minimal generating matrix for K. Let A E ~rr( K), and let B be 
on m x m nonnegutive matrix such that AP = PB. Then: 
(0 o(A) G u(B). 
00 ~(4 = P(B). 
(iii) A and B hatle the same set of distinguished eigenvalues (for the 
ie~3pective COReS j.
Wj Q&A) = QB,(B~. 
(v) For any distiquished eigenvalue A of B, P takes the genwalized 
eigenqace of B corresponding to A onto the generalined eigerwpace of A 
corresponding to A. 
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T~E0i33~ 7.5. Let A E 7~( K), where K is a pointed, $.dZ polyhedral 
cone. Then: 
(i) The algebraric eigenspace of A contains a &w&positive basis. 
(ii) There exists an x >K 0 such that [A - p(A)I]‘x = 0 and 
[A-p(A)I]‘x >KOfori=I,...,~-I, where v=zJ,_,~~,(A). 
(Cf. Schneider [20, Corollary 7.61.) 
Proof. Let P be a minimal generating matrix for K, and let B be a 
nonnegative matrix such that AP = Pt3. 
(i): Bi Corollary 7.4, tie .~lg~‘~=--Z+ 1 ~1 QUILL eigensp;ce of A is just the image of 
the algebraic eigenspace of B under P. But the image of any semipositive 
vector under P is K-semipositive, and as is well known, the algebraic 
eigenspace of the nonnegative matrix B contains a semipositive basis (see 
Theorem 5.2); hence our result follows. 
(ii): By Schneider [20, Corollary 7.61 there exists a y > 0 such that 
[B-p(B)z]“y=O and [B-p(B)z]‘y>O for l,<i<v-1, where V= 
vpcA,( A) and is equal to Y~(~,(B) by Corollary 7.4. Let r = Py. Then x >K 0, 
and we have 
[A-P(A)z]“x= [A-~(A)I]“P~==P[B-p@)~]“y=~ 
and [A-p(A)z]‘x = PIB-p(B)z]iy>KOfori=l,...,v-l. 
Foi a linear map preserving a general proper cone K, there may not exists 
a K-semipositive basis for its algebraic eigenspace. Fiirster and Nagy [ 11, 
Example 181 have provided a compact nonnegative operator on an ordercon- 
tinuous Banach lattice as a counterexample. For a finitedimensional coun- 
terexample, see Tam and Wu [23, Example 3.71. 
To conclude this section, we apply Corollary 7.4 to give a simple proof of 
the following partly known result about the peripheral spectrum of a matrix 
which leaves invariant a polyhedral cone (see Barker and Turner [6]; unfortu- 
nately, the limiting argument used in the final part of the proof as given there 
seems invalid). 
THEOREM 7.6. Let K be a pointed, fuZZ polyhedral cone. Let ,4 E n( K ) 
with p(A) = 1. If-K has eract!y k e.tiwme rays, or exuctZy k maximal faces, 
then each unimoduZar eigenuazue of A is a root of unity of order at most k. 
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Proo$ First, we suppose that K has exactly k extreme rays. Let P be a 
minimal generating matrix for ,K, and let B be a k X k nonnegative matrix 
satisfying AP = PB. By Corollary 7.4, a(A) c o(B) and p(B)= p(A) = 1. 
From the Frobenius normal form of B, it is clear that each eigenvalue of B is 
an eigenvalue of some irreducible submatrix of B. It is known that each 
modular eigenvalue of an irreducible matrix with spectral radius one is a 
root of unity (of order at most the order of the matrix) (see Berman and 
PIemmons [S, Theorem 2.2.201). It is now clear that each unimodular 
eigenvalue of A is a root of unity of order at most k. 
Now suppose that K has exactly k maximal faces. As is well known, there 
is a one-twne correspondence between the maximal faces of a full, p&n& 
polyhedral cone and the extreme rays of its dual cone. Thus K* has exactly k 
extreme rays. But A’ E II( M*), so by the first part of our theorem, each 
unimodular eigenvalue of AT, and hence each of A, is a root of unity of order 
at most k. 
8. SOLUTION OF AN OPEN QIJESTION POSED BY HABTWIG 
Harhvig [14, Proposition 61 has proved the following result: 
Let A, B be square nonnegative matrices (not necessarily of the same 
order). The follow@ conditions are equivalent: 
(a) AX = XB iuzs a strictly positive rank-one solution X. 
(b) AX = XB has a strictly positive solution X. 
(c) A and BT have strictly positive eigenvectors and p(A) = p(B). 
One of the open questions asked by Hartwig at the end of his paper is the 
following: 
Given nonnegative square matrices, A, B (not necessarily of the same 
order), when does the matrix equation AX = XB admit a semipositive 
solution X? If solutions exist, what do they look like? 
We now give an answer to the first part of the above question. In fact, we 
obtain the following more general result. 
THEOREM 8. I. Let K,, K, be pmper cones in R”l and R”* respectively. 
Let A E n( K,) and B E ?T( K,). Then there exists a rwnzero X E s(K,, K,) 
such that AX = XB if and only if the set of distinguished eigenvalues of A 
fo7 K, and the set of distinguished eigenvalues of BT fm K,* have a common 
element. 
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Proof. “If” part: Suppose that there exists A 2 0 such that Ax = Ax for 
some x ~~10 and Brz = Xz for some z ~~$0. Then xzr E s(K,, K,) and 
satisfies 
A(d)=Xxz==(xz=)B. 
“Only if” part: First note that AX = 333 implies that AJ,(,, E s( %(X)n 
K1 ). Since X, is a full cone, we have 23”~ = K, - K,, and hence 
‘%(X)=XK,-XK& [%(X)nK,] - [%(X)nK,] 
= span( %(X)n K,). 
Thus ‘#t(X) = span( fR( X) n K,). Applying the Perron-Frobenius theorem to 
Al w(x), we easily deduce that p(A),(,,) is a distinguished eigenvalue of A 
for K,. Similarly, from #‘XT= XTAT, we can also show that p(BTl,& is a 
distinguished eigenvalue of BT for Kg. But by Lemma 6.2, P(A/,&= 
p( BTl~(XQ. So our result follows. 
We are now ready to give the following partial answer to Hartwig’s 
question. 
COROLLARY 8.2. Let A be n X n and B be m x m nonnegatioe matrices. 
Then there exists an n x m semipositive matrix X such that AX = XB if and 
only if A and BT have a common distinguished eigenvalue for the respective 
nonnegative orthants. 
Finally, we prove that Hartwig’s result which is mentioned at the begin- 
ning of this section can also be extended to the setting of cone-preserving 
maps. 
THEOREM 8.3. Let K,, K, be proper cones in R”1 and Rn2 respectively. 
Let A E 7t( K,) and B E T( K,). Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) llzere exists a rank-one X E w+(K,, K,) such that AX = XB. 
(b) There exists an X E q’(Ks, K,) such that AX = XB. 
(c) A has a K,-strictly positive eigenvector, BT has a K,*-strictly positive 
eigenvector, and p(A) = p(B). 
Proof. (c) = (a): Similar to the proof of the “if” part of Theorem 8.1. 
(a) * (b): Obvious. 
(b) =$ (c): From the definition of v+(K,, K,) (see Sectiorr 2), it is clear 
that %(X)nint K, f0. Since X E n+(K,, K,), we have XT E a+(Kt, Kz), 
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and hence also +%(X’)nintK$ z 0. By the Gordan-Stiemke theorem, we 
have p;X)n K, = [%(XT)] ’ n K, = (0). We can now apply Lemma 7.2 to 
conclude that p(A) = p(B). 
Let w be a Perron vector of B. Then u = XW >‘lO. Furthermore, 
Au = AXw = X&u = p(A)u. ‘I% shows that A has a K,-strictly positive 
eigenvcctor. Similarly, from BTXT = XTAT we can also deduce that BT has a 
Kg-strictly positive eigenvector. 
- 
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